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Uses of Evaluation Before, During and
After Exhibit Design1

c. G. Screven
Department of Psychology
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

There are different purposes and procedures in which the term "evaluation"
is applicable when studying museum visitors- to test theories about visitor
behavior and learning, to explore potential relationships in pilot studies, to
test preliminary versions of exhibit design concepts, to report the outcomes
of projects, and so on. "Formative evaluation," along with other forms of
evaluation, have become associated with confusing and misleading contro
versies that can discourage museums from pursuing evaluation. Miscon
ceptions abound. This paper will discuss some of the finer points of evalu
ation before, during, and after exhibitiondesign, and some common miscon
ceptions.2

What is Evaluation?

The basic question concerninganyevaluation method is: what are you going
to do with the information? In this paper, evaluation is a process for obtain
ing information about visitors that ultimately can contribute to the effective
ness of an exhibit and its interpretive components on visitor behavior, inter
ests, or the exhibit's ability to communicate. The evolution of exhibitions
takes place through a series of stages. The discussion of evaluation in this
paper will focus on the kinds of visitor information that are most helpful at

1 Many thanks to Harris Shettel and Marlene Chambers for their many suggestions and editorial
comments for this article.

:L In addition to exhibitions, evaluation methods also are applicable to interpretive and educational
materials used in and outside museums. All that will be said here about evaluation before, dUring,
and after exhibit design can apply to school programs, docent tours, gUidebooks, audio guides,
catalogues, lectures, take-home materials, pre- and post-visit orientation, wayfinding signage,
traffic and crowd control, outreach materials, marketing/public relations activities, and even
parking and transportation. Many, if not all of these are subject to the same difficulties as exhibit
development - poorly defined goals requiring better front-end evaluation, inadequate analysis of
what people will or will not do, biases that need testing against reality, and inability to make low
cost adjustments during and following implementation.
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the different stages of exhibit development.
Five stages of exhibition development will be distinguished:

1. Planning Stage. Themes, audiences, goals, messages, and
other matters are considered.

2. Design Stage. Layout, objects, sequencing, lighting,
signage, multiple panels, orientation, etc. are designed
and developed.

3. Construction Installation Stage.

4. Occupancy Stage. Traffic flow, visitor usage, attitudes,
interests, learning, cost-effectiveness, attendance, etc., may
be examined. Besides exhibit design, new variables are
present during occupancy such as crowds, fatigue, and
noise, that can affect impact.

5. Remedial Stage. Adjustments may be made to the installed
exhibition (old or new) to correct post-occupancy prob
lems.
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Figure 1. Stages ofExhibition Developmentt

Figure 1 illustrates these five stages in terms of the relative time likely to
be required if each stage is properly conducted. It does not necessarily reflect
the time actually allotted in current traditional approaches to exhibit devel

opment and design, nor does
theangleofthis trianglereflect
the actual proportions of time
attributed to each stage.

Information from visitors
or about visitors that is most
likely to contribute directly to
later exhibit effectiveness is
information that can be ob
tained during stages 1, 2, and
5. Evaluation during stage 1
can help direct planning deci
sions. Evaluation during
stages2and5areused to make
improvements to the designs
ofexhibitcomponentsor their
interpretive supports.

Themostpopularmethods
for obtaining visitor informa
tion range from structured

and open-end interviews and informal conversations with visitors to tracing
visitor movements through exhibits, questionnaires measuring cognitive
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learning, ratingscales for measuringattitudes,and unobtrusiveobservations
of stops, time spent, exhibit usage, and reactions to mocked-up exhibit
components. Which methods are appropriate depends on the type of
information you are seeking and why, and the stage of exhibit development
at which the evaluation takes place.

Front-End Evaluation (PRE)

In this paper, we will call evaluation that utilizes input from visitors during
stage 1 (Planning Stage): front-end evaluation (FRE). The term "front-end
analysis" was first used byJ. H. Harless (1970) to describe the initial analysis
(prior to designing solutions) of possible causes of job performance defi
ciencies in a trainee's skill/knowledge, motivation, or physical obstacles.

Applied to exhibit planning, front-end evaluation (not analysis) takes
place before the exhibit design process begins. Itprovides information about
visitors' existing knowledge and preconceptions about the exhibit's topics,
their learning styles, time constraints, attitudes, motivations, etc. (boxes Al,
Bl, C and D in Figure 2). This information contributes to an exhibit team's
ability to decide on major exhibit goals and their priorities, exhibit layouts,
terminology, approaches to motivating visitor attention and interest, text
formats, headlines, graphics and, particularly, to deal with distortions that
occur from visitor preconceptionsaboutanexhibit's topic. Mostchildrenand
adults enter museums with well established misconceptions or "naive no
tions" about many of the exhibit topics they encounter. Misconceptions
profoundly affect how visitors perceive and process information and can
effectively prevent proper interpretation of exhibit content and distort what
visitors take away from the experience (see Minda Borunon "naive notions"
in this issue; also Nussbaum, 1979). Front-end evaluation helps anticipate
these and other problems during the planning of exhibits.

Defining exhibit goals and priorities also depend on the analysis of pro
posed exhibit content and messages. However, this is not audience analysis
butmessage analysis which requires curators and other specialists to organize
exhibit topics into logical structures, help identify the main content and
"messages" to be communicated (facts and verbal information, etc.), and
write exhibit briefs. Such questions concern what is to be taught, not how it is
to be taught and, therefore, utilizes input from specialists, not visitors (gray
boxes A2, B2 in Figure 2). While this is part of the Planning Stage in Figure
1, it is not directly involved with evaluating the visitors themselves and,
therefore, is not technicallya partofwhat wearecalling front-end evaluation.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the Planning Stage and includes two
main activities: Audience Analysis involving the front-end evaluation
process(Al - D) and Message Analysis (A2, B2), involving specialists. The
products of audience analysis and message analysis are shown in boxes Bl
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Figure 2: Planning Stage
Solid boxes involve input fiom visittmJ (frmt-end evaluatim);
dotted boxes involve input from museum specislists (message
analysis).

and BZ which converge on the task of defining goals and objectives (box C).
Goals (also called outcomes) includebehaviors, attitudes, "feelings," interest
in learning more, learning to learn, and knowledge that you hope will occur
as a result of exhibit exposure. Goals and objectives cannotbe developed for
every exhibit element. Time and cost limit this process to high priority goals
and topics (see Screven, 1976, 1986, for details). Given all this PRE informa
tion, it is then possible to consider strategies and approaches to potential
exhibit designs (box D).

As was illustrated in Figure 1, the predesign planning activities of mes
sage, audience, and goal analysis are assumed ideally to require the largest
portion of overall exhibition development.

Front-end Evaluation Methods
Which evaluation methods are used depends on the type of information
being sought and how it is to be used. In front-end evaluation for a new
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exhibit, you may wish to focus onpeople who alreadycome to your museum.
If so, you might randomly approach visitors entering the museum and
administer interviews and/or tests to determine their entering knowledge
and beliefs about the exhibit topic, give attitude scales to determine likes or
dislikes about the topic, and so on. Ifyou are interested also in attracting and
reaching people who normally do not visit your museum, you might also
employ mail surveys, telephone interviews, or I'Ifocus groups"3 to determine
additional information about why they do not come to the museum.

What visitors already know about a proposed exhibit topic may require
objective testing, but more often it is helpful first to obtain preliminary infor
mation from open-ended interviews (I'IDescribe inyour own words what this
picture is about"), ""naturalistic" methods (Wolf, 1980) and other qualitative
approaches. Most front-end evaluation employs a variety of observational
and audience samplingmethods to get at visitor needs, attitudes, misconcep
tions, and so on.

It is important to know as much as possible about the entering knowl
edge, experience, misconceptions, and attitudes of visitors about the in
tended exhibit topic because this information will later help in deciding on
choices of exhibit objects, vocabulary and text style, illustrations, l'Ientry
points" for exhibit text, ""hook" headlines,"4 and so on (Miles, 1986a). Meth
ods may include structured interviews, open-end interviews, focus groups,
tracking visitors through existing exhibit areas, semantic differentials and
other attitude scales, questionnaires, and so on. Goal-free, "naturalistic" and
ethnographicevaluationmethods (Loomis, 1987;Wolf, 1980),oftenare useful
for obtainingqualitative informationaboutexistingattitudes, frames ofrefer
ence, colloquialisms, misconceptions, beliefs, and the kinds of questions
visitors may have about particular exhibitobjects or topics. Such information
alerts you to sources of potential confusion and resistance that might occur
when visitors are confronted with exhibit topics. Front-end evaluation also
can directly alter the priorities the exhibit team assigns for exhibit teaching
points and goals; for example, PRE may indicate that the target audience for
a science exhibit has poor self-confidence about science, suggesting that
school-type facts and words like ""science" be avoided and science activities
and games instead be designed to generate confidence.

3 People selected from special ethnic, economic, or community groups <e.g., nonmuseum goers,
high school seniors, inner city adolescents, housewives) interacting as a group under a leader to
bring out attitudes, beliefs, expectations, etc., associated with specific audiences. Intergroup stimu
lation encourages responses that might not be expressed in interviews or other assessment
methods.

4 Headlines that connect to visitors' personal interests in order to attract them to a display area,
panel, or text. Examples might be illS THIS BABOON SMILING?" ilHOW MUCH IS THIS
PAINTING WORTH?" 'WHY ARE SOME BODIES PAINTED PURPLE?" illS THIS DINOSAUR
LIMB REAL?"
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Front-end evaluation also helps select media and design strategies be
cause it can identify media preferences and learning styles of target visitors.

A detailed review of the many observational and audience sampling
methods and strategies is beyond the scope of this paper. For more extensive
discussions ofaudience assessment, surveys, and other front-end techniques
during the planning stage, see Hood (1983); Loomis (1987); Shettel (1966,
1989); and Wolf (1980).

Formative Evaluation (FE)

Evaluation during stage 2 (Design Stage) is called formative evaluation (FE).
Formative evaluation provides information about visitor reactions to tempo
rary versions of the most important panels, formats, text, displays, etc. in
terms of both their ability to generate and focus visitor attention and effort,
and their ability to udeliver" (communicate) their messages. Information
provided by FE can spot designs that do not work or communicate before it
is too late to improve them. What visitors are observed to do with, or in
response to early design ideas narrows the number of design possibilities
down to those more likely to besuccessful when eventually they are installed.

The results of PRE should have provided specific ideas, message priori
ties, and goals for the exhibits or its components. The design team must now
translate the results of planning into specific exhibit content, motivation
strategies, drawings, and three-dimensional models. The FE process begins
with temporary versions of design ideas and proceeds on to the evaluation of
increasingly refined and integrated displays. The design stage ends when
production drawings are ordered.

As the design process continues, exhibit components, placement, overall
design, space allocation, and aesthetic issues commit the exhibit team to
increasingly expensiveand irreversible features. The earlier the feedback and
improvements from FE are made, the lower the cost of the adjustments. But
at advanced stages, displays become integrated with other displays within
theme areas, which may introduce new problems that will be more costly to
correct. In some cases, adjustments must wait for the remedial stage, for
example, the effects of crowds and competition between exhibits.

Throughout the design process, formative evaluation provides informa
tion about what targeted visitors do or feel or comprehend when confronted
with instructions, labels, objects, layouts, topics. It is important to note that
whether or not the exhibit team utilizes formative evaluation methods, the
design decisions that FE helps to make are decisions that usually must be
made anyway-with or without evaluation!
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There are five main tasks involved in formative evaluation:

• Preparation of mockup materials (given clear definitions
of expectations/goals from front-end evaluation (Stage 1)

• Observing and testing visitor reactions to these in terms of
your definitions of expectations/goals

• Adjusting the mockups as necessary

• Retesting the adjusted mockups

• Incorporating all key features of the mockups into the
final designS

Preparing Mockup Materials
Time should not be wasted on preparing the materials to be used for early
testing. A few hours may be all that is
necessary.Therefore, in theearlystages
of formative testing, the objects, labels,
maps, photos, or other components
may be temporary, handmade, or
simple reproductions that usually
require only a few hours to prepare.
Because early mockups may not last
beyond several hours or days, they
sometimes are called "soft" mockups.
Figures 2a, h, d, e, g and h showex
amples of "soft" mockups. Early
("soft") mockups are made with pos
terboardorfoamcorewithhandprinted
or laser-printed labels and headlines,
as well as photos and drawings of ob-
jects instead of actual objects. Fig.2a

Mockupsmayincorporatecards,photographs,lowtechinteractive(hinged
or "flip") labels and graphics (2a, b, d, g), easily moveable signs (2e, h), a
looseleaf notebook to simulate exhibit and "storyboard" sequences, repro-

SThe last point often is neglected. During final design stages, making what may appear to be minor
changes to display layout, color, or size to improve aesthetic appearance can undo the results of
earlier formative evaluation. For example, in Figures 2a and b, this process broke down. The flip
format included a small label with the information needed to answer the flip question. Testing
showed that this design strategy reduced guessing and encouraged the reading of this label before
answering. But later, the designer changed this label to small, hard-to-read type, probably for
aesthetic reasons. This added a phYSical obstacle to reading it and defeated the mockup's main pur
pose-Le., reading this label! Such problems result from sloppy monitoring of the final production
process. FE is a waste of time if its findings are not incorporated in the final design.
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ductions of artifacts or artworks,6 and
so on. These can be combined with ar
tifacts (2d, e, g), or other objects.

Figures2a and b show a test setting
and soft mockups for unobtrusive ob
servations of visitor use of an
"interactive graphics" strategy and
associated text and question labels.
These were tested for their ability to
attract visitors, maintain active
attention, and communicate in a Forest
Service Visitor Center (p.129, Screven,
1986). The exhibit that evolved from 2d
this early testing is shown in Fig. 2c. On
the surface, the mockups (2a, b) and the final exhibit (2c) appear very
different? But, with the exception of an unauthorized change to smaller type

6 A frequent question is whether or not original objects must be employed in mockup testing if one
is to obtain valid results that will apply in the final installation when originals will be used. The an
swer probably depends on whether or not the key features of what visitors are supposed to notice
or learn from the final exhibit (shapes, sizes, story line, textures) are present in the reproductions. If
they are, they should work as well as originals. There is no evidence that the ability to distinguish,
compare, recognize, or identify features of objects will not occur as well with photos or reprOduc
tions as with originals, assuming the intended learning outcome does not require features present
only in originals (Griggs, 1983; Shettel, et aI, 1968).

However, things perceived to be real may generate attention by virtue of this perception; e.g.,
when they are famous, have great financial value, relate to folklore or media events, etc. A copy of
the Mona Lisa would not attract as many visitors as the original. In other words, originals may
attract more attention than copies. "1s This Real?" placed by a mummy or jewel usually generates
considerable attention.
7 Dramatic differences between soft mockups (e.g., Figures 2a-b) and the finished installation
(Figure 2c) lead some to question if results from crude mockups will carry over to full scale exhibits
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in the informationlabels, the final exhibit incorporated thesametext,graphics,
and formats as the mockups. Attention, exhibit usage, and learning were the
same as observed during mockup testing.

Figure 2d shows similar interactive labels being tested during the design
stage of an archeological exhibit. Fig. 2e shows a nearly finalized text panel
being tested for visitor involvement during remedial work in an existing
archeological exhibit to substitute for a poorly functioning panel. 'The in
stalled final panel is shown in Fig. 2f. In Fig. 2g, the effectiveness of flipper
prototypes and signage in attracting and focusing attention to content in a

after occupancy. Controlled studies on the Validity of formative evaluation (particularly teaching
efficiency) have supported the ability of early mockups testing to predict visitor responses to full
scale installed exhibits (see Shettel et al, 1%8,1976; Griggs and Manning, 1983). However, this is
not always the case. Crowds, fatigue, and other factors after installation can interfere with
attention.
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Menomonee Indian diorama are being tested. Fig. 2h shows entrance graph
icsbeing tested as advance organizers for their ability to provide a Hcognitive
set" on an exhibit topic.

To be practical and remain within the realities of museum budgets and
scheduling, formative evaluation must fit into normal staff routines and
avoid large expenditures of time and cost. Otherwise it simply will not be
done. Specific ways formative evaluation does this are described elsewhere
in this paper and also in Griggs (1981); MacNamara (1988); Miles (1988);
Screven (1976); Shettel et aI, (1968).

Observation and Testing: Two Ways Exhibits Affect Visitors
Most applications of formative evaluation in museums involve questions
such as:

Are instructions clear? What layout will achieve a desired
impact? Do topic headings have the effect intended? Are they
located so they are perceived as part of the exhibit?

Information on such questions is obtained by asking visitors to look at
prospective exhibit materials and then interviewing or testing them on their
"understanding" of these.

Formative evaluation also can be used to find out if ideas or concepts
about an exhibit (headline, a text/object panel) or a delivery technique (inter
active flip label, push-buttonpanel, slide) are likely to motivate freely moving
visitors to stop and attend to and interact appropriately with these materials.

How much time will visitors spend? Is this time adequate for
the time needed? Which exhibits are visitors more likely to
approach? Where should directional signage be located? Is a
display affected by nearby exhibits? Do visitors become
personally or socially involved with the exhibit's content?

Evaluatingmotivational impact usually involves unobtrusive observations of
visitor reactions to the exhibit components being evaluated.

Unguided learningfrom exhibitionsreflects the combined impact oftheir
teaching and motivational power. Althoughlearningmight occur, the exhibit
may ormaynot have communicateditsmessage efficiently-i.e.,visitors may
learn because the content drew and' held their attention and generated
enough effort to overcome poor organization or other teaching deficiencies.

Thus, some exhibit features affect what visitors comprehend and perceive
from exhibits-their teaching efficiency. Exhibit information that is under
stood with minimal time and effort is more efficient than information that
requires more time and effort.

There are motivational features, however, that affect whether visitors
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actively attend to the exhibit in the first place.s Thus, while clarity of text
affects teaching efficiency, a headline like "What's Wrong With This Picture?"
has more to do with getting visitors to look in the first place. So does the
"chunking' of text to make itappeareasier to read and wordingand headlines
that challenge visitors or elicit curiosity ("Why is a Hyena's Laugh Music To a
Lion's Ears?").9

Littleor no learningtakes placeunless learners attend to it. Clearly, when
designingexhibits with high prioritymessages, it is justas important to build
in incentives for visitors to expend time and effort as it is to be sure of the
accuracy and teaching efficiency of exhibit content (Screven, 1969, 1986).

The quality of this attention also needs to be considered. One can distin
guish between casual attention and active attention (sometimes called "in
volvement"). Casualattendingis passive, superficial (likewindowshopping),
and likely to result in poor retention and information transfer. Active
attention is not just looking at exhibit content, but comparing, making
choices, asking questions, "seeing" new forms and relations, and sharing
information. Active attention is more likely to lead to retention, information
transfer, and the internalizing ofexhibit experiences.10 (See CsikszentmihalYi
1975, 1987; Griinig, 1980 for discussions of these differences).

In summary, the challenge in designing an educational exhibition is to:

(1) maximize its ability to get its main message(s) across with
minimal time and effort, and

(2) generate sufficient motivation to encourage this time and effort
(or what the visitor perceives is the required time and effort in
relation to expected benefits), and to switch visitors from
"passive" to "active" attending.

It is helpful, therefore, ifone canassess teaching powerand motivational
power independent of one another; i.e. to measure (1) the ability of exhibit
content and organization to transmit information, and (2) the ability of the
exhibit to attract unguided visitors to approach and actively attend to it. The

8 In this paper, the term "motivation," is shorthand for a class of observable choice behaviors like
approaching exhibit A instead of exhibit B, reading a label instead of not reading it, focusing
attention instead of randomly looking, and active (rather than passive) attending. These behaviors
reflect the "rewarding" properties of exhibits-positive consequences previously associated with an
action, an exhibit topic, or tasks that encourage active attention. As used here, "motivation" is not
intended to imply "inner forces" that are responsible for visitor actions, but only a class of
observable actions (choices among alternative actions) that are preconditions for meaningful
contact with exhibit content.
9These questions may also contribute to teaching efficiency because they may sensitize readers to
relationships involved in part of the concept to be learned.
10 Note that active attention, by itself, does not necessarily lead to desired learning. This will
depend on what the visitor attends to. In fact, an actively attending visitor may perceive an
exhibit's content as support for his or her misconceptions!
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Noncued Testing: Visitors
are observed unobtrusively
concerning their approach,
exhibit usage, confusion,
disorientation, fatigue, bore
dom, or other productive or
nonproductive behavior.

Cued Testing: Visitors are
asked to look at or examine
(read, study, etc.) the exhibit,
text, display, or other compon
ent and told they later will be
questioned, interviewed, etc.
Sometimes, visitors are paid
for their time.

Testing MethodKind of Impact

level of active attention essentially is a definition of the quality of attention.
Procedures used to evaluate these two kinds of impact fall into two main

categories. Shettel et al (1968) dealt with the communication and comprehen
sion aspect of exhibits by giving visitors a token reward to study the exhibit,
a technique he called IImaximum effectiveness testing." Screven (1976) de
scribed this approach as cued testing (visitors are told theyarebeingobserved
or will be questioned). He differentiated this from noncued testing in which
visitors do not know they will be observed or later tested. Since 1976, the
terms IIcued" and IInoncued testing" have come into popular use and will be
followed here. Cued testingprovidesinformation aboutanexhibit'steaching
efficiency; noncued testing provides information about the exhibit's attrac
tion and holding power (active!passive).ll

Table 1 summarizes some of the effects of exhibits and the testing meth-
ods for assessing them.

Table 1. Two Kinds of Exhibit Impact and Their Testing Method. The two types of testing
and corrective loops are
shown in the flow dia
gram of Figure 3. The
firstloop (E.. F.. G.. E)
concerns cued testing
and adjustments to the
content and organiza
tion of the message ele
ments in exhibits for
comprehension, recall,
recognition, etc. This
loop estimates the
IIteaching efficiency" of
the message elements
independent of the
widely varyingmotiva-
tional levels normally
presentinopenenviron

ments under unguided conditions. It allows the adjustment of wording, dia
grams and other message elements as needed. The second loop (E.. H.. I..
E) involves unobtrusive observations of visitor behavior, attraction, holding
time (time spent), holding power (ratio of time spent to time required), social
behavior and the passive!active attention (level of involvement> reflected by
conversationabout exhibit content,comparing,pointing, questioning,noting

1. Does the exhibit (or compo
nent) get the message across?
That is, does it communicate?
Do visitors comprehend it?
Do they properly apply it?

Behavioral or motivaional
impact is not involved.

2. How many people use the
exhibit (or label, etc.), and
how? Do visitors approach?
Interact? Look at instructions?
Read? Invest effort and time?
Talk to one another about
exhibit? Ask questions? Smile?
Frown?

11 Noncued testing sometimes provides supportive or circumstantial evidence for teaching
efficiency; e.g., when visitors are seen to point or show other focused attention to objects, labels,
diagrams that are prerequisite conditions for learning.
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Fig. 3. Formative Evaluation Loops During Exhibit Design Stage

contradictions, making choices, focused interaction, and other reaction~ to
themockups. This loop estimates the "behavioraleffectiveness" ofthe exhibit
and its surrounding space and uses this to adjust mockups as needed.

Cued Testing of Mockups
Cued testing methods vary, but the basic approach is to select target visitors
randomly and ask them to read text, look at diagrams, photos, mockup dis
plays, compare objects, or react to a story line or exhibit script. Cued testing
ofmockupscanbecarried out inseparate(nonpublic) areas orwithinexisting
exhibition areas (Figure 2e) where mockups can be placed in front of exhib
its, pasted on display glass, on top of existing graphics (2g), or in hallways
(2h).

Randomly selected visitors simply are asked to approach and study the
exhibit and let you know when they are ready to answer questions about it.
In some applications, existing exhibits become Nprops" for questioning or
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interviewing cued visitors.
Because cued visitors know they will be questioned, they tend to give

more attention and effort to the exhibit materials than noncued visitors. The
assumption behind cued testing is that the performance of more motivated
visitors better reflects the ability of the materials to communicate (teach) than
if visitors were looking/reading on their own. If a majority of 15 to 30 cued
visitors exhibit confusion or miss key points, the content or its organization
probably needs improvement. During interviews with cued visitors who
have viewed mockup materials, visitors oftenpoint out details that can guide
plannersin improving the materials. Also, thekinds ofmistakes ormisunder
standing observed during cued testing often point to the specific solutions
needed to correct them. However, it is important to note that results from
cued testingmay not alwayspoint to what needs tobe done. They simplymay
indicate that something is not working and another approach should be
triedP

This is not to say that the changes generated by formative testing are
random guesses. Previous experience, a good knowledge of the "psychol
ogy' of target visitors, and a good working theory about museums as
informal teaching environments must provide the primary bases for coming
up with effective teaching strategies. (See misconception 7 at end of this
article.)

After attending to the mockup materials, the visitor (or groups of 2 or 3
visitors) is/are given, for example, a questionnaire, semantic differential,
and/or brief interview. Questionnaires can include multiple choice, fill-in,
open-ended, sentence-completion, sorting tasks, or matching items. Inter
views maybe structured,unstructured, or open-ended. Informal,naturalistic
conversations often are the most efficient ways of uncovering misinter
pretations and misperceptions of graphics, artifacts, text, and concepts.

Questionnaires and interviews during cued testing are aimed at evaluat
ing the visitor's comprehension of main ideas or concepts and their ability to
recall information or teaching points. They can be designed to reflect the
ability of models and illustrations to make personal "connections" to target
audiences as well as to measure the teaching efficiency of the exhibit's
content. They also can be designed to identify visitor preconceptions, knowl
edge gaps, and other problems that interfere with teaching efficiency. Cued
testing also helps identify the limits of what might be taught to target
groups-e.g., it may show that motivated visitors learn more than is (or was)
expected (Shettel et aI, 1968).

12 Instead of being carried out first, as shown in Figure 3 (F. G. E), sometimes it is desirable to
conduct noncued observations before cued testing; e.g., to see if placement or size of a headline
increases eye contact before struggling with its wording, or to see if a flip format attracts visitors
before testing its teaching efficiency. Also, motivational impact versus teaching impact (form and
content) often cannot be separated.
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Noncued Testing of Mockups
The testingofnoncued visitors for the impactofmockups onvisitor attention
and effort and on the quality of this attention provides early warnings of
problems with panel layouts, delivery strategies, signage, and headlines on
attention, timeeffort,andotherbehavioral (motivational) factors. To evaluate
such effects, visitors must be observed moving and interacting freely with
companions and exhibits (or their mockups), unaware they are being ob
served or that they may later be questioned. When problems are uncovered,
adjustmentsaremadebychangingparticular features (headings, type weight,
type size, leading questions, etc.) or by adding new components like direc
tional signs, what-to-Iook-for panels, supplementary text, or diagrams.

Table 2. Unobtrusive (Noncued) Observations and Common
Behaviors Associated With Exhibit Stages.

When Observation
Normally is Made

Early Design
Stage

All stages
Occupancy
Stage

All stages

All stages

Early Design
Stage

Early Design
Stage

All stages

All stages

Behavior Feature
Measured

Focusing power of the
wording of leading ques
tions.

Attraction

Holding Time

Holding Power

Interaclion

Cooperation

Emotional
response

Passive-Active
Attention Level
(Involvement Level)

Behaviors Observed

Eye contact while approaching of
passing by.

Visitor approaches exhibit, stops at
display, headline, or other element for a
few seconds.

Time spent within entry-exit lines

The ratio of time spent at exhibit or
exhibit element over the time needed to
look at and read key exhibit elements.

Manipulates/interacts with the
exhibit in appropriate ways.

Follows instructions or proceeds through
exhibit elements in intended sequence,
listens to audio, attempts to answer
questions before checking answers,
touches objects when appropriate, etc.

Smiles, frowns, fidgets, yawns. Some
times, exhibit can provide opportunity to
directly express feelings.

Varies from a high level of attention
(aclively converses about exhibit with
companion, nods, bends down to see or
read, attends for extended time to lengthy
text, moves from text to objects and back)
to a moderate level (briefly points, poor
holding power) to a low level (briefly stops
and glances, easily distracted, yawns,
remains passive).
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Table 2 lists typical observations made when observingnoncued visitors
in open settings at different stages of exhibit design. The motivational impact
of mockups on attention and effort cannot be observed if the visitor is in any
way cued to the presence of observers or the possibility of being approached
and questioned.

Noncued testingof themotivational aspectsofdisplays canbe carried out
during the design stage and also after installation at remedial stage. How
ever, evaluating motivational impact during the design stage probably is
limited mainly to individual displays or panels and not to how visitors may
behavewhenindividual displaysarebrought togetherwith othersintolarger
scale macro-exhibit configurations. Noncued testing during the design stage
is aimed at identifying problems with the ability of individual exhibits (the
micro-exhibit environment) to attract and maintain active attention, reduce
guessing at question panels, etc. Because of costs and other practical prob
lems, the motivational effectiveness of individual displays as parts of the
macro-exhibit environment usually cannot be effectively evaluated prior to
occupancy.

On the other hand, in the micro exhibit environment, the motivational
(behavioral) impact of mockups of visual and text formats within displays,
matching and sorting tasks, leading questions, and grid placement can be
evaluated with noncued visitors during early design stages and adjusted as
needed. (See Figures 2a, b, d, and g).

Currently, there is some skepticism that testing and adjusting soft mock
ups for motivational effectiveness will later hold up at the occupancy stage.
It is argued that the distractions and other features of the post-occupancy
environment could have a negative impact on attention and other behavior
that could undo the results of early noncued testing. If so, then it would be
a waste of time and resources to evaluate motivational effectiveness until
after occupancy.13

Overall motivational impact, of course, cannot be fully assessed until
stage 4 (Occupany Stage) when exhibits have finally been installed. In the
author's experience, however, unobtrusive observations of attention, usage
and involvement with soft mockups of individual displays in public areas
often reveals correctable motivational problems that hold up in the final
exhibit, assuming the original formats remain iJ:ltact. Identifying motiva
tional problemswith individual displays while theystill canbe changedis far
less expensive than correcting them after occupancy.

13When logistically and financially feasible, one answer to this is to fonnatively test advanced
versions of mockups ("prototypes") that combine the results of earlier testing. Prototypes may
involve refined text and graphics, materials that are closer to the final product, and two or three
thematic panels. Testing is carried out in existing museum spaces if possible.
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Summative Evaluation (SE)

Evaluation during stage 4 (Occupancy Stage) is called summative-evaluation
(SE). As the termusuallyis employed, it takes placeafter the exhibit's opening
and is intended to provide information onhow the exhibit is workingoverall,
how people use it, whattheyleamfromit, or howtheyare changedby it. This
information can be used to provide reports, plan future exhibitions, suggest
research, and identifyproblems with visitor interest,usage, and learning that
may need correction during stage 5 (Remedial Stage).

Sometimes, at stage 4, a "critical appraisal" of the exhibit is conductedby
experts before (or after) a summative evaluation with visitors is initiated. If
before, experts (not visitors) critique the exhibition to identify problems that
require correction without the need for evaluation--e.g., text is too small to
read, lighting is too low, critical thematic information is poorly located, text
is incorrect, sunlight silhouettes a painting, a heater motor drowns out an
audio message. Such features need to be corrected before there is any point
in conducting a summative evaluation. If summative evaluation already has
beenconducted and has uncovered serious problems, a critical appraisal may
be commissioned to correct these before beginning other improvements
during remedial evaluation at stage 5.

Inaddition to assessingeducationaleffectiveness, otherinformationmay
be sought by summative evaluation. The following summarizes the chief
kinds of information sought in summative evaluation:

• The educational, behavioral, and/or affective impact of
the overall exhibition and its surrounding space; the
impact of exhibit guides, outreach programs, and educa
tional programs. Summative evaluation may also include
longer-term impact of the exhibit's visit on visitors after
they leave the museum (also referred to as "latent ef
fects"), e.g., on school work, vocational interests, television
and reading preferences, etc.

• What might be used (avoided) in planning future exhibits
or in planning marketing stratepies

• Cost comparisons with similar exhibitions, cost-effective
ness studies

• Identifying unintended effects that were not part of the
original goals (sometimes referred to as "goal-free"
evaluation)-unintentional effects on behavior, attitudes,
learning. Unintended effects may be desirable as well as
undesirable. Thus, a chemistry exhibit may not result in
learning about chemistry, but does result in increasing
interest in learning about chemistry

• The broad impact of the exhibit on the larger community,
museum attendance, etc.
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• Research data that can test theories of learning in informal
settings, evaluate the cost-effectiveness of design method
ologies such as FE, and so on

53

Social:

Psychological:

Physiological:
Architectural:

In the '50s and '60s, SE took hold in the educational research community
for the purpose of meeting funding agency requirements for documenting
whether programs did what they were supposed to do. Usually, SE was
planned before the project began and carried out when it was completed. Its
purpose was not for making corrections in specific procedures or content.
Today, except for its possible role in testing theories of exhibit design, latent
effects, or other research questions, the education/communication role of SE
primarily serves as a base for remedial evaluations and for providing front
end information for future exhibit planning.

Methods used in SE include behavior measures such as attraction and
holding power, tracking studies, questionnaires, interviews, focus group
studies, cued testing at exhibits (Jarrett, 1986), critical appraisals, rating scales
for exhibit effectiveness (e.g., Shettel, 1966), visitor-generated rating criteria
(Alt & Shaw, 1984), and so on.

Remedial Evaluation (RE)

Various factors arise after exhibit development that can and often do
result in problems, not the least of which are the short- and long-term educa
tional and behavioral problems mentioned earlier. Such deficiencies are
likely to show up during summative evaluation, As we have seen, soft
mockups during the Design Stage are most frequently used to identify and
correct problems with the teaching efficiency of individual panels or their
components. As displays evolve into more complex configurations in exhibit
spaces and after the public enters, "between display' variables generate
distractions that can influence visitor responses to and usage of exhibits. For
example:

fatigue, hungerj

doorways, multiple panels, competing
exhibits, choice points, walking
distances, entrance-exitsj

to leave, to hurry, to impress others, to
compete, to share informationj

crowds, noise, psychological fatigue,
information-overload, time pressures,
intimidation, excitement.

These may have positive or negative impact on teaching efficiency or on the
behavioral impact of individual displays. Table 3 compares some of the vari
ables associated with the PlanningStage, DesignStage, and OccupancyStage.
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In terms of the negative impactofpost-occupancyexhibitions,visitorsare
surrounded by high densities of unfamiliar information that potentially can
disrupt perceptual processes and discourage efforts to ilunderstand" what is

Table 3. Some design variables with potential influence on visitor behavior, attention, perception,
involvement, and learing at different stages ofexihibit development.

Planning
Stage

Early Design Stage
(single panels)

Late Design Stage
(panel groupings)

Occupancy
Stage

Crowding
[ Noise
[ Fatigue

Peer pressures
[ Social interaction with
I exhibits
Entrance-exit messages

[Take-home materials
[ Return visit strategies
[ Display sequencing
Interdisplay competition

[Theme disorientation
[Thematic unifying methods

(banners, advance
[ organizers, colors)
[Entrance/exits
Goal s and incentive

[ strategies
I

Opens to
Public

Panel sequencing,
I Interdisplay competition
[Thematic organizers
Hierarchical text and

[ topic layouts.

Wording & placement of
[ text
[ Headings/Subheadings
[ Font sizes, styles

Display & topic layout.
[ Instructions
[ Physical design and

placement of inter
[ active materials
[ Explanatory graphics

Objects/photos used to
[ exemplify concepts and
[ processes [

Message comprehension,
[ recall, recognition. [
[ Uses of color for coding, [
( organization,taxonomies [

Preconceptions
Entering skills
Time constraints
Personal attitudes

on topic/ theme
Topic complexity

important, less important, what can be ignored, what can be skimmed, etc.
Occupancy variables can generate headaches, fatigue, spatial disorientation,
confusion, reduce concentration, distort thematic organization, reduce inter
est, and so on. Such influences can partially undo the behavioral and
sometimes the teaching effectiveness of individual panels developed during
the design stage. An economical approach to correcting such problems is the
task of remedial evaluation.

Evaluation during stage 5 (Remedial Stage> will be called Remedial Evalu
ation (RE). Remedial evaluation is applicable when efforts are made to im
prove the short- or long-term behavioral, affective, or teaching effectiveness
of exhibits after occupancy.14

RE tests soft mockups and prototypes aimed at reducing the disruptive
effects of variables introduced by the macro-exhibitions environment. RE is

to{ If remedial evaluation after the opening can improve an exhibition's educational functioning, the
same methods can be used to improve poorly functioning older exhibitions. If the older exhibit has
good content and suffers mainly from problems with visitor motivation and interpretation,
applying RE to redUcing these problems can be suprisingly effective in giving the exhibit new life
and improving its educational impact at a fraction of the cost of prodUcing a new exhibit from
scratch.
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likely to focus on physical and architectural features like lighting, placement
ofthematic headlines,banners, entrances-exit designs, sight-lines, and choice
points and psychological factors like disorientation, crowds, thematic layout,
information overload, fatigue, social activity, and so on. At The Natural
History Museum in London, the Human Biology exhibition underwent peri
odic revisions for years after its opening, using visitors as the basis for these
revisions. Miles (1986b) documents this process in his article on "Lessons in
Human Biology."

Current museum practices with or without evaluation, usually demand
a date at which an exhibition is completed, installed, advertised, and opened
to the public. For many museum administrators, the thought of a "public
testing and revision period" following installation may seem unthinkable.
But this attitude is changingrapidly. More museums are includinga remedial
evaluation period after public opening and setting aside up to 10% of their
budget for this purpose. Funding agencies (e.g., NSF) are recognizing the
value ofsuchpracticesand areencouragingbudgetingJorpost-occupancyre
medial adjustments. Redefining the exhibit development period (Figure 1) to
include six to twelve weeks following its public opening is not un-doable,
terribly expensive, or professionally unacceptable. If educational effective
ness is the primary goal of an exhibition, policies need to be developed to
make cost-effective post-occupancy remedial adjustments possible.

Suprisingly, occupancy problems may require relatively simple actions.
Table4 lists examples ofsomerelatively low cost "actions" helpful during the
remedial stage. The adjustments canbe relatively simplebecause the adverse
effect of occupancy variables does not necessarily mean that the teaching-ef
ficiency of previously tested individual panels becomes less effective than
before. Interpretive elements found to be effective during the design stage
should remain effective after occupancy if visitors approach them. The
problem is that some post-occupancy variables (absent during earlier forma
tive testing) decrease the likelihood that visitors will approach them or give
them focused attention. In other words, occupancy problems within the
macro-exhibition environment are more likely to affect the attracting power
of some exhibits or the quality of the attention given to them and only indi
rectly affect the individual panels themselves. Occupancy produces between
exhibits problems rather than within-exhibit problems. The result is that RE
adjustments usually involve changes or additions around the exhibits rather
than in the individual exhibits themselves - adjustments that are more often
needed to redirect and focus attention, reduce distractions from secondary
exhibits, and improve incentives to encourage visitors to invest more time.IS

Few if any of these require refabrication or large expeditures, although
they obviously do require additional cost and staff time. Each museum must

lSPor example, the J1self-tes~'system described in the Projects and Applications section (pp. 120
122) in this issue)
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Table 4: Starting Points for Correcting Occupancy Problems with Motivation,
Perception, and Cognition

Reword ''hook'' headlines and questions to connect to known visitor interests
and perceptions to encourage active attention. (tlWho is This Woman?"; tlWhy
Are There So Many Living Things?"; "What is the Missing Element in this
Picture?").

Look for eye contact points and relocate thematic signage accordingly.

Convert language of interpretive text to tlactive voice" and replace abstract and
technical terms with words (from front-end evaluation) visitors use to
describe the topic.

Add challenge questions and dramatic graphics!objects that connect exhibit ob
jects, scenes and themes to each other or to existing interests, attitudes, or
perceptions (from FRE>. (tlDoes This Painting Look Ugly? Then Why Is It
Here?").

Add banners or personalized headings that identify where topics or story lines
begin and end. ("A Story Told by Bones").

Spot light key thematic objects. Use questions to focus attention (Why Is Skin of
Some Persons Painted Blue?"). .

Provide choice of concrete goals (and incentives) that can be achieved with
resources in or around exhibition; e.g., collecting data, solving a puzzle,
making a prediction.

Adjust font sizes and orientation and thematic text for easier reading from a
distance and from major choice points.

Place freestanding floor panels at thematic entrances with high interest tlorgan_
izers" that describe or illustrate a few important things to do, notice, imag
ine, seek out. (tlHow Do We Know the Glacier Was Here?"i "Look For the Missing
Clues!").

Add seating among and between exhibit areas.

Remove or restrict popular interactive devices containing trivial messages that
waste time, distract visitors, and compete with major themes and messages.

''Layer'' long text into overlapping layers so it can be read in small chunks. Or
break text into small paragraphs.

decide if the educational outcomes of its exhibits are worth this COSt.16

In the occupancy environment, behavioral impact probably depends on
how exhibit stimuli affect visitor decisions to approach, to passively (or
actively) attend to something, and "go/no-go" decisions to go on to some
thing else. These stimuli often include innocent-looking design details such
as the angle at which labels slope from a wall; the placement of a thematic
panel over, next to, or just inside an entrance; type styles used in topic
headings; the relative sizes of text blocks and their spatial layout; small

16 The total cost of remedial evaluation can be reduced to the extent that adjustability is IIbuilt-in" to
permanent and changeable components of exhibits (snap-on panels, strip-off text, etc.). Modem
materials and easy-to-change text/graphics, lighting, etc., make changes in installed exhibitions
much less costly. Post-occupancy soft mockups can be made of foam core, posterboard, or other
temporary materials. Desktop computer graphics and laser printers create attractive, easily adjus
ted layouts, type fonts, styles, drawings, and photos that are easily added to or replaced in installed
exhibitions during the remedial evaluation IIshake-down" period.
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differences in illumination between adjacent panels. The subtlety of these
influences is reflected by a recent effort to place directional signage in the
entry area of a large science museum:

A 60 x 60 cm (2 x 2 ft) sign announces the topic of a
popular exhibit with an arrow directing visitors to a
stairwell. The mockup mounted on an easel was placed at
different distances from the entrance to see which location
produced the most stops and visitor decisions to go to the
proper stairwell. Location A (nearest entrance) competed
with a robot and few persons noticed the sign. Location B
(midway between A and C) resulted in 75% stops, and
most of those who stopped went to the stairwell. Location
C (farthest into the lobby area) produced few approaches.
Further observation revealed that B was a "decision
window" effective within a 4.6 m (15 ft) diameter - it was
here that most visitors decided where to go first, what to
see, etc. At C, many visitors had already made a decision
so had little use for signage. The key for this sign's impact
on stops turned out to be locating it where visitors needed
its information to make a decision. The wording and
popularity of the sign's topic probably played the key role
in deciding to follow the arrow.

As with formative evaluation, what turn out to be successful changes and
additions to an installed exhibit will vary with audience predispositions,
interests, the type of message, the personal relevance of exhibit content, and
architectural features that bias movements and decisions in one way or
another.

Observation and Testing Methods
Both cued and noncued testing of mockups and prototypes of remedial
changes are used during RE. However, during RE, there is more focus on
noncued observations of spontaneous behavior and exhibit usage in and
around the macro-exhibition environment. As in formative evaluation,
remedial evaluation employsmockups, but RE mockups more often involve
advance organizer panels, satellites, incentive systems, and the like that are
added in and around the exhibition.

The teaching (communication) efficiency of changes or additions during
RE are tested, as during FE, with cued visitors. Because remedial testing
focuses on additions to the macro-environment, not on individual displays,
cued RE testing, unlike formative evaluation, is carried out in the exhibition
itself rather than in separate testing areas where it would be difficult to create
realistic conditions. Procedures are similar to cued testing in formative
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evaluation, except that the exhibition itself is now a part of what is being
tested.17 Randomly selected visitors are asked to approach and study an
exhibit, themearea,orientationpanel,orwhateverand told theywillbeasked
questions about itwhen they are ready. This may include paraphrasingmes
sages or performing other tasks. The post-occupancy exhibition itself serves
as the testing framework ("prop") for determining comprehension, sources
of confusion, etc.

An example of using an existing exhibit as a prop to
identify and correct communication problems in a
display in the Origin of Species exhibition at the
Natural History Museum is described by Jarrett
(1988). She first used structured interviews in the
presence of the exhibit to identify sources of visitor
confusion, then redeveloped and expanded a section

. of the exhibit to correct the sources of confusion
obtained from these interviews. Using small samples
of cued visitors, she conducted interviews within
viewing distance of the exhibit after visitors were
asked to spend time at it. Findings about visitors'
ability to comprehend and paraphrase key exhibit
concepts helped refine exhibit content.

In this example, the improvements to the exhibit were not first tested in
mockup form, but were products of the team's analysis of results from the
initial summative evaluation of the exhibit with cued visitors.18

Most of the actions listed in Table 4 require unobtrusive observations of
spontaneous reactions to mockup additions orchanges to the existingexhibi
tion. As inFE, remedialevaluationemploys small samplesofvisitorsand pro
ceeds from testing or observing soft mockups to revisions and to retesting
them as illustrated in Figure 3.

A serious difficulty arises in conducting RE at reasonable cost if it is not
possible to observe the spontaneous behavior of visitors on the open floor
under the influences of the architectural, social,and psychologicalconditions
within which any improvement must work. Itnot only is difficult and costly
to duplicate these conditions in nonpublic areas, but one faces the difficulty
of getting visitors to these areas without cueing them that they are part of an
evaluation. Therefore, museum administrators who recognize the value of
remedial evaluation need to consider modifications to policies concerning
mockup testing in public areas.

Unfortunately, manylarge museums havepoliciesagainstplacingmock
ups inpublicareas, evenfor the short periods required for observation (often

17Many different factors on the open floor potentially can contribute to communication problems
after occupancy, so these should be present during testing.

18 While the refinements were successful, if they had not been, the corrections would have been
more costly than if the changes had first been tested in mockup fonn.
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only a few hours at one time). This policy may be based on the understand
able concern that mockups and prototypes would demean the aesthetics and
credibility of the museum environment. But this concern is not as serious as
it would have been in past years. Modern materials and computer printing
technology allow production of quickly made, low-cost mockup compo
nents, and text and graphics that project a professional appearance hardly
distinguishable by visitors from permanent components. Thus, adjustments
to such policies are unlikely to be painful.

When mockup floor testing is not possible, there are more costly and less
efficient alternatives that may be better than nothing, in spite of their limi
tations. For example, exhibit teams can:

• carry out a Jlcritical appraisalu (p.52) of the observed post-oc
cupancy problems and~ based on the available knowledge
about visitors and informal environments~ make educated
guesses about solutions and install the best of these in the
exhibition. If summative evaluation reveals continued prob
lems~ the process can be repeated until designs are found that
produce satisfactory results. This is similar to Jarrett (1988).

• set up a nonpublic observation area accessible by visitors from
the exhibit floor where prototype revisions are installed.
Visitors may enter and move freely among the prototype
displays~ satellite units~ etc.~ and can be unobtrusively ob
served and adjustments made to the prototypes as needed.

To bepractical,bothRE and FE must require as few resources and as little
staff time as possible to improve exhibition effectivenes. If the requirements
for applYing evaluation methods during exhibit design or after occupancy
are too costly or inefficient, the alternative may be to ignore or postpone
potential problems that could endanger the educational purposes for which
the exhibition was developed.

Eight Common Misconceptions

While more and more museum professionals are incorporating evaluation
into the exhibit development process (especially formative evaluation), mis
conceptions and misunderstanding about methodology and nonproductive
pseudo-issues can undermine its application and its potential effectiveness.
Sometimes, confusion occurs when efforts result in greater than expected
costs in time and staff resources, orworseyet, do not lead to the desired visitor
behavior or learning after occupancy.

Many issues discussed throughout this article address some sources of
confusion, but it may be useful to summarize these and other common
misconceptions about evaluation at the various stages of exhibition develop
ment.
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1. The needs and expectations of visitors uncovered by front-end
evaluation encourages superficial treatment of topics and panders
to visitor interests rather than an expert's view of the topic •

The focus on visitor needs generated by front-end evaluation does
not mean pandering to visitors with superficial interpretations of
exhibit content. Results of PRE may modify ~xpert views about the
priorities for exhibit messages and approaches and how best to
deliver these messages, but museum staff or other experts remain
the ultimate resource for exhibit messages and their priorities.

Instead of pandering to visitors, their interests, fun-oriented disposi
tions, and personal views of prospective exhibit content are simply
harnessed to serve as hooks and bridges to encourage them to
consider less superficial views of topics. For example:

A scientist wants visitors to recognize the processes by which
scientists seek and evaluate knowledge. Front-end analysis
reveals that many visitors are attracted to astrology and
horoscopes. But this does not 11'l.etln one must create an exhibit
on astrology. It does 11'l.etln that astrology might seroe as a
IIhook" to get visitors involved in an exhibit on scientific
method; e.g., by involving them in "evaluating" their personal
horoscopes while, at the same time, acquainting them with the
scientific approach.

2. Problems uncovered by handmade mockups for teaching and
motivational impact are unlikely to work at the occupancy stage
because the testing conditions are not the same.

Evaluating handmade mockups during design stages, even when
they appear physically different, can uncover and improve commu
nication problems that otherwise are likely to show up after installa
tion (Shettel et aI, 1968; Griggs and Manning, 1983), assuming their
functional characteristics remain intact. This also applies for hold
ing power, usage, and other behavior, although more controlled
research is needed to establish the conditions under which motiva
tional testing transfers to the more complex environment of final
installations (pp. 53-55 and Table 3). The post-occupancy environ
ment can undo some of the behavioral results of mockup observa
tions - especially the likelihood of visitors initially approaching
and attending to exhibits. But these disruptions, including attrac
tion power, usually can be corrected after occupancy without
substantive changes to the individual exhibits themselves (Table 4).
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3. The greater visitor attention and interest often seen with hand..
made mockups is the result of their novelty.

It often is argued that it is the novelty of handmade mocl<ups, not
their teaching and motivational features, that is responsible for their
attraction and holding power in public areas. If so, this attraction
may not hold up when they no longer appear "novel" after merging
with the final exhibit setting. While the novelty of handmade
displays initially may contribute to their attraction power, other
characteristics of successful mockups (hook questions, interesting
content, manipulability, challenge, etc.) probably are more impor
tant in sustaining visitor interest and involvement than novelty.
Whether or not visitors continue to attend actively to exhibit compo
nents (mocked-up or otherwise) probably reflects what happens
when they read or interact with them. If so, then the sustained
interest and involvement observed with successful mockups should
apply after installation, once remedial adjustments (Table 4) are
made to correct post-occupancy distractions.

4. Mockup materials used in formative and remedial evaluations
require weeks of preparation before testing with visitors.

If true, the mockup materials used during formative and remedial
evaluation would be too expensive to meet budget and time restric
tions. A common mistake is for staff to spend too much time prepar
ing mockups for testing before actually trying them out with visitors,
or rather, before trying out simpler versions of a single concept,
label, diagram, or other key component to be incorporated into the
larger display. Later testing of prototype versions takes more time,
but the need for changes will be kept at a minimum if the results of
earlier tested materials remain intact.

5. Evaluating the motivational effectiveness of mockups is not cost..
effective during design stages.

Not necessarily. Most formative evaluation has been applied to the
teaching effectiveness of individual displays, not their motivational
or behavioral effectiveness. Nevertheless, unobtrusive observations
of the ability of mockups to attract and hold visitor attention to text
formats and other display elements also improves the chances of
their behavioral effectiveness when installed. Noncued mockup
testing is particularly applicable when working on the attraction and
holding power of text and graphics characteristics (chunking, type
size, contrast, spacing) and on visitor usage of interactive designs.
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However, evaluating theme areas, entrance/exit materials, or other
elements unique to the macro-exhibition environment (Tables 2 and
3) must await the realistic conditions of the occupancy environment.

6. Visitor testing to see if mockups work is a form of pilot research
requiring control groups, statistical analysis, and other scientific
procedures.

Neither formative evaluation during design nor remedial evaluation
after public occupancy are research, pilot or otherwise. Nor are they
things you do to test hypotheses about visitors or to uncover funda
mental relationships among exhibit or visitor variables. Both FE and
RE can provide useful information about exhibit features without the
funds, time, sample sizes, and controlled conditions needed to
generalize results beyond the specific exhibit, to pinpoint the "best"
(versus "acceptable") designs, or to explain why something works or
doesn't work. FE and RE are tools for helping plan or improve what
you need to do today while you wait for the results of research
tomorrow.

Instructions on a sign direct people to use a righthand entrance. They
are only 40% effective. You mock up a large orange sign and add
IfAttentionr in bold, dark type. Proper entrance usage now averages
91% on most days. You now can focus on making a more attractive
prototype which ultimately leads to the finished sign.

Many factors could have contributed to this success: color, the word
"attention," font weight and size, etc. A research study would help
answer such questions and a large study might even provide
generalizable data applicable to other signs. But in terms of the
immediate problem, you needed only enough information to lessen
the risk of proceeding to the next step-perhaps a prototype sign or
the finished sign. FE and RE processes often raise research questions
and suggests starting points for research studies, but they usually are
not appropriate for conducting such studies. They simply are ways
to find out if an idea for an exhibit component or strategy works well
enough to risk proceeding to the next design stage. . . or badly
enough to try something else.

Scientific studies can and should be conducted to identify exhibit
variables that affect visitor behavior, perceptions, and learning and
to test hypotheses. For most museums, however, such studies have
to be funded by sources other than the museum or its normal
exhibition budgets. In the meantime, it is important for museum
practitioners not to be discouraged by the misconception that
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evaluation somehow requires adding extensive research funds to
their budgets. That is not to say that front-end, formative, and
remedial evaluation do not require some additional funds and time.
These may be 10-15% of the total exhibit budget. If the idea of
making exhibits that work is taken seriously, these types of evalu
ative activities should be built into exhibit budgets.

7. Making, evaluating, and redesigning mockups is something you
undertake until you find something that works.

Neither formative evaluation nor remedial evaluation are trial and
error processes. Time and costs would not permit it. Mockup
testing, whether during design or remedial stages, must be limited to
a limited number of workable design ideas aimed at a limited num
ber of key messages, visitor misconceptions, ways:of attracting and
holding attention, and so on. However, without some kind of theo
retical framework about visitors and exhibit variables, it would be
hard to know where to begin with FE or RE testing, or which of a
number of design ideas should be included.

Therefore, designing exhibit components and trYing them out with
visitors during design or after occupancy requires some kind of
Htheory' or viewpoint about what behavior and learning might be
expected in given exhibition settings (Miles, 1988). Perhaps it is too
early to seek more formal theories to do this, but it still is necessary
to have an informal set of working principles that help anticipate
what is likely to happen, which text features are likely to work, which
placements are likely to work, and what to look for when thinking
about potential solutions to attention and communication problems.
Informal theories make it possible to narrow down the otherwise
limitless possibilities so that FE or RE can try out the best of these and
select among them. The success of this process depends, of course,
on the validity of one's working principles and one's knowledge of
visitors and museums as teaching-learning environments. Therefore,
exhibit teams need as much knowledge as they can get about who the
visitors are, what they like, know and don't know, about how they
learn, how they feel, and all the rest. Unfortunately, planners often
have the wrong kind of knowledge and expectations about what
visitors will do and not do. For example:

You may know from published literature and your own experience
that visitors are more likely to pay attention to things that connect
to their personal experiences. This belief (theory, educated guess)
may lead you to select objects, themes, and text that you believe
will connect your primary messages to what you think are the ap
propriate common experiences ofyour target visitors.
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If your educated guesses are valid, the exhibit may indeed attract
visitors and communicate your messages. But after installation, they
still can fail-not because your guesses were invalid, but because of
unpredictable influences in the post-occupancy environment. The
point is that even when working from generally valid "theories,"
delivery of your highest priority messages still need to be tested
against reality. This is why FE and RE are needed.

8. Evaluation must be conducted by professional evaluators and psy
chologists.

The need for expert help depends on why an evaluation is being con
ducted and the available resources within the institution doing the
evaluation. Front-end evaluation usually requires the help of profes
sional evaluators experienced with audience evaluation methods,
questionnaire design, behavioral measurement in informal settings,
attitude measurement, goal analysis, and so on. Although message
analyses (Figure 2) involves curatorial and other staff input, outside
help often is needed in helping staff carry out needs assessments,
develop concept networks, goal priorities, and measurable objectives.
The bulk of day-to-day formative (FE) and remedial (RE) evaluation
can be carried out by in-house staff who have been trained in forma
tive and remedial evaluation methods by experienced experts and
who know when to call on them for help. Even when external de
signers are hired to do the exhibit design work, the continued active
involvement of trained in-house exhibit teams is recommended. As
focus on visitor-oriented exhibition design increases, museum staff
should improve their background in human behavior, learning
theory, and instructional design, and museum administrators should
consider this qualification when evaluating staff needs. While
trained staff may be able to conduct preliminary summative evalua
tions of the educational effectiveness of exhibitions, outside special
ists are recommended for indepth summative evaluation--espedally
for carrying out long-term impact studies, testing hypotheses, or
future planning.
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